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Sabine Wilms 

Translation of the Nanjing 難經  (Classic of Difficulties)  

Note: This is only a draft for the purpose of sharing with students in the History and 
Culture class, to give you an impression of the Nànjīng. Please do not share, cite, or treat 
as gospel. 
 

Difficulty 1 
一難曰  
（一）十二經皆有動脈，獨取寸口，以決五臟六腑死生吉凶之法，何謂也？ 
（二）然：寸口者，脈之大會，手太陰之脈動也。 
（三）人一呼脈行三寸，一吸脈行三寸，呼吸定息，脈行六寸。 
（四）人一日一夜，凡一萬三千五百息，脈行五十度，周於身。 
（五）漏水下百刻，營衛行陽二十五度，行陰亦二十五度，為一周也。故五十度复

會於手太陰。 
（六）寸口者，五臟六腑之所終始，故法取於寸口也。 
 
1) All the twelve channels have a moving pulse. What is the reason that we only utilize 
cùnkǒu in the method for determining life and death and auspicious and inauspicious 
states in the five zàng and six fǔ organs? 
2) Answer: Cùnkǒu is the great meeting point of the vessels and [reveals] the movement 
of the Hand Tàiyīn vessel. 
3) In the human [body], the pulse traverses three cùn in one exhalation, and three cùn in 
one inhalation. Exhalation and inhalation determine one breath, [in which] the pulse 
traverses 6 cùn. 
4) Humans breathe a total of 13,500 times during one day and one night. [In this time] the 
pulse traverses 50 measures and circles through the body. 
5) [In the time it takes] the water in a water clock to drip down a hundred markings, the 
yíng (provisioning) and wèi (defense) [qì] traverse 25 measures of yáng as well as 25 
measures of yīn. This constitutes one complete cycle. Therefore, after 50 measures, they 
return to meet in the Hand Tàiyīn [vessel]. 
6) Cùnkǒu is the place where [the movement in the channels of] the five zàng organs and 
six fǔ organs begins and ends. Hence the [best] method is to choose the cùnkǒu opening. 
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Difficulty 2  

二難曰  
（一）脈有尺寸，何謂也？ 
（二）然：尺寸者，脈之大要會也。 
（三）從關至尺是尺內，陰之所治也；從關至魚際是寸內，陽之所治也。 
（四）故分寸為尺，分尺為寸。 
（五）故陰得尺內一寸，陽得寸內九分。 
（六）尺寸終始，一寸九分，故曰尺寸也。 
 
 
1) What do we mean when we say that there is a chǐ pulse and a cùn pulse? 
2) Answer: Chǐ and cùn are the major crucial meeting points of the vessels. 
3) [The area] from guān to chǐ is “inside chǐ”; it is under the control of yīn.  [The area] 
from guān to Yújì (“fish’s margin,” LU-10) is “inside cùn”; it is under the control of 
yáng. 
4) Therefore, separated [from Yùjí] by a cùn forms the chǐ [section], and separated [from 
the elbow] by a chǐ forms the cùn [section]. 
5) Therefore, you obtain the yīn [pulse] 1 cùn inside the chǐ [section], and you obtain the 
yáng [pulse] 9 fēn inside the cùn [section],  
6) From beginning to end, the chǐ and cùn sections are 1 cùn and 9 fēn [in length]. Hence 
we speak of chǐ and cùn. 
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Difficulty 3 

三難曰：  
（一）脈有太過，有不及，有陰陽相乘，有覆有溢，有關有格，何謂也？ 
（二）然：關之前者，陽之動也，脈當見九分而浮。 
（三）過者，法曰太過；減者，法曰不及。 
（四）遂上魚為溢，為外關內格，此陰乘之脈也。 
（五）關之后者，陰之動也，脈當見一寸而沉。 
（六）過者，法曰太過；減者，法曰不及。 
（七）遂入尺為覆，為內關外格，此陽乘之脈也。 
（八）故曰覆溢，是其真臟之脈，人不病而死也。 
 
1) Among pulses there are some that go too far and some that fail to reach, some that are 
yīn or yáng overwhelming the other, some that are upside down and some that are 
spilling over, and some that are barricaded and some that are resisting. What do we mean 
by this?  
2) Answer: What is in front of the guān is the movement of yáng. The pulse should be 
apparent for 9 fēn and be superficial.  
3) If it exceeds these [9 fēn], as a rule we call it “going too far”; if it is less than that, as a 
rule we call it “failing to reach.” 
4) If it goes further up to the fish’s [margin, i.e. Yùjí], this is “spilling over.” It means 
that the pulse is barricaded on the outside and resisting on the inside. This is the pulse of 
yīn overwhelming [yáng].  
5) What is in the back of guān is the movement of yīn. The pulse should be apparent for 
one cùn and be deep down. 
6) If it exceeds this [1 cùn], as a rule we call it “going too far”; if it is less than that, as a 
rule we call it “failing to reach.” 
7) If it goes further to enter the chǐ [section], this is “upside down.” It means that the 
pulse is barricaded on the inside and resisting on the outside. This is the pulse of yáng 
overwhelming [yīn].  
8) Hence what we call “upside down” or “spilling over” is the genuine pulse of the zàng 
organs. This means that a person [with either of these pulses] will die even without 
[manifesting] an illness. 
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Difficulty 4 

四難曰：  

Part One 
（一）脈有陰陽之法，何謂也？ 
（二）然：呼出心与肺，吸入腎与肝，呼吸之間，脾受穀味也。其脈在中。 
（三）浮者陽也，沉者陰也，故曰陰陽也。 
（四）心肺俱浮，何以別之？ 
（五）然：浮而大散者心也；浮而短澀者肺也。 
（六）腎肝俱沉，何以別之？ 
（七）然：牢而長者肝也；按之濡，舉指來實者腎也。 
（八）脾者中州，故其脈在中。 
（九）是陰陽之法也。 
 
1) What do we mean by the method of [differentiating] pulses into yīn and yáng? 
2) Answer: Exhalations exit from the heart and lung; inhalations enter the kidney and 
liver. Between inhaling and exhaling is when the spleen receives the flavor of grain. Its 
pulse is in the middle. 
3) Since the superficial [pulses] are yáng, and the deep [pulses] are yīn, we call them yīn 
or yáng. 
4) Given that both the heart and the lung [pulses] are superficial, how do we distinguish 
between them? 
5) Answer: If [the pulse] is superficial and also large and spread out, it is the heart [pulse]. 
If it is superficial and also short and rough, it is the lung [pulse]. 
6) Given that both the kidney and the liver [pulses] are deep, how do we distinguish 
between them? 
7) Answer: If [a deep pulse] is constrained and long, it is the liver [pulse]; if it is soggy 
when you press down and comes in replete when you lift the finger, it is the kidney 
[pulse]. 
8) The spleen is the central region; hence its pulse is in the middle.  
9) This is the method of yīn and yáng. 
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Part Two 
 
（一）脈有一陰一陽，一陰二陽，一陰三陽；有一陽一陰，一陽二陰，一陽三陰。 
（二）如此之言，寸口有六脈俱動邪？ 
（三）然：此言者，非有六脈俱動也，謂浮、沉、長、短、滑、澀也。 
（四）浮者陽也，滑者陽也，長者陽也；沉者陰也，短者陰也，澀者陰也。 
（五）所謂一陰一陽者，謂脈來沉而滑也；一陰二陽者，謂脈來沉滑而長也；一陰

三陽者，謂脈來浮滑而長，時一沉也。 
（六）所謂一陽一陰者，謂脈來浮而澀也；一陽二陰者，謂脈來長而沉澀也；一陽

三陰者，謂脈來沉澀而短，時一浮也。 
（七）各以其經所在，名病順逆也。 
 
1) There are pulses called “single yīn and single yáng,” “single yīn and double yáng,” and 
“single yīn and triple yáng,” as well as “single yáng and single yīn,” “single yáng and 
double yīn,” and “single yáng and triple yīn.” 
2) Does this way of talking about the pulses mean that there are six vessels all moving 
together at cùnkǒu? 
3) Answer: This way of talking [about the pulses] does not mean that there are six vessels 
all moving together. They refer to [the pulse being] superficial or deep, long or short, and 
smooth or rough. 
4) Superficial means yáng, smooth means yáng, and long means yáng. Deep means yīn, 
short means yīn, and rough means yīn. 
5) What we refer to as “single yīn and single yáng” is a pulse whose coming is deep and 
smooth. What we refer to as “single yīn and double yáng” is a pulse whose coming is 
deep and smooth, as well as long. What we refer to as “single yīn and triple yáng” refers 
to a pulse whose coming is superficial, smooth, and long [in general] but occasionally 
singularly deep.  
6) What we refer to as “single yáng and single yīn” is a pulse whose coming is superficial 
and rough. What we refer to as “single yáng and double yīn” is a pulse whose coming is 
long, as well as deep and rough. What we refer to as “single yáng and triple yīn” is a 
pulse whose coming is deep, rough, and short [in general] but occasionally also 
singularly superficial.  
7) In each case, you use the location of the channel to identify [the progression of] the 
disease as favorable or unfavorable. 
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Difficulty 5 

五難曰：  
（一）脈有輕重，何謂也？ 
（二）然：初持脈，如三菽之重，与皮毛相得者，肺部也。 
（三）如六菽之重，与血脈相得者，心部也。 
（四）如九菽之重，与肌肉相得者，脾部也。 
（五）如十二菽之重，与筋平者，肝部也。 
（六）按之至骨，舉指來疾者，腎部也。 
（七）故曰輕重也。 
 
1) When we speak of lightness or heaviness in reference to the pulse, what does this refer 
to? 
2) Answer: As you begin taking hold of the pulse, when you [apply] weight equivalent to 
three beans, reaching [the level] of the skin and body hair, this is the lung section. 
3) When you [apply] weight equivalent to six beans, reaching [the level] of the blood and 
the vessels, this is the heart section. 
4) When you [apply] weight equivalent to nine beans, reaching [the level] of the flesh, 
this is the spleen section. 
5) When you [apply] weight equivalent to twelve beans, until you are level with the 
sinews, this is the liver section. 
6) When you press all the way down to reach the bone, and the pulse arrives with great 
speed as you lift the finger, this is the kidney section. 
7) Thus we speak of lightness or heaviness. 
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Difficulty 6 

六難曰：  
（一）脈有陰盛陽虛，陽盛陰虛，何謂也？ 
（二）然：浮之損小，沉之實大，故曰陰盛陽虛。 
（三）沉之損小，浮之實大，故曰陽盛陰虛。 
（四）是陰陽虛實之意也。 
 
1) When we speak of yīn exuberance and yáng vacuity or of yáng exuberance and yīn 
vacuity in reference to the pulse, what does this refer to? 
2) Answer: A [pulse] that is reduced and small on the surface, and replete and large in the 
depth is therefore called “yīn exuberance and yáng vacuity.”  
3) A [pulse] that is reduced and small in the depth, and replete and large on the surface is 
therefore called “yáng exuberance and yīn vacuity.”  
4) This is the meaning of yīn and yáng vacuity and repletion. 
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Difficulty 7 

七難曰：  
（一）經言少陽之至，乍大乍小，乍短乍長；陽明之至，浮大而短；太陽之至，洪

大而長；太陰之至，緊大而長；少陰之至，緊細而微；厥陰之至，沉短而敦。 
（二）此六者，是平脈邪，將病脈邪？ 
（三）然：皆王脈也。 
（四）其气以何月，各王几日？ 
（五）然：冬至之后，初得甲子少陽王，复得甲子陽明王，复得甲子太陽王，复得

甲子太陰王，复得甲子少陰王，复得甲子厥陰王。 
（六）王各六十日，六六三百六十日，以成一歲。 
（七）此三陽三陰之王時日大要也。 
 
1) According to the classic, “The way in which Shàoyáng reaches its destination is now 
large now small, now short now long; the way in which Yángmíng reaches its destination 
is superficial, large, and short; the way in which Tàiyáng reaches its destination is surging, 
large, and long; the way in which Tàiyīn reaches its destination is tight, large, and long; 
the way in which Shàoyīn reaches its destination is tight, fine, and slight; the way in 
which Juéyīn reaches its destination is deep, short, and robust. 
2) Are these six [manifestations] normal pulses or pathologic pulses? 
3) Answer: They are all sovereign pulses. 
4) These qì [of Shàoyáng, Yángmíng, Tàiyáng, Tàiyīn, Shàoyīn, and Juéyīn], in which 
month are they [each] sovereign, and for how many days? 
5) Answer: After the winter solstice, Shàoyáng is sovereign for the first sixty-day cycle, 
then yángmíng is sovereign for the next sixty-day cycle, then Tàiyáng is sovereign for the 
next sixty-day cycle, then Tàiyīn is sovereign for the next sixty-day cycle, then Shàoyīn 
is sovereign for the next sixty-day cycle, and then Juéyīn is sovereign for the next sixty-
day cycle. 
6) Each is sovereign for sixty days, to a total of six times six or 360 days, which 
completes one year.  
7) This is the main crux of the sovereign seasons and days of the three yáng and three yīn. 
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Difficulty 8 

八難曰：  
（一）寸口脈平而死者，何謂也？ 
（二）然：諸十二經脈者，皆系於生气之原。 
（三）所謂生气之原者，謂十二經之根本也，謂腎間動气也。 
（四）此五臟六腑之本，十二經脈之根，呼吸之門，三焦之原。 
（五）一名守邪之神。 
（六）故气者，人之根本也，根絕則莖葉枯矣。 
（七）寸口脈平而死者，生气獨絕於內也。 
 
1) When a patient has a normal pulse at cùnkǒu and yet dies, what does this mean? 
2) Answer: The pulses of all the twelve channels are all tied to the source of life qì. 
3) What we call the “source of life qì” refers to the root of the twelve channels, or in 
other words the moving qì in the area of the kidneys.  
4) This is the root of the five zàng and six fǔ organs, the base of the twelve channel 
vessels, the door of exhalation and inhalation, and the source of the sānjiāo (triple burner).  
5) Another name is “spirit that guards against evil.” 
6) Therefore, [this] qì is the root and base of the person, and when the root is cut off, the 
stalks and leave will surely wither! 
7) When a person has a normal pulse at cùnkǒu and yet dies, their life qì has simply been 
cut off internally. 
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Difficulty 9 

九難曰：  
（一）何以別知臟腑之病耶？ 
（二）然：數者腑也，遲者臟也。 
（三）數則為熱，遲則為寒。 
（四）諸陽為熱，諸陰為寒。 
（五）故以別知臟腑之病也。 
 
1) By means of what [features] can we differentiate to know [whether] disease [affects] 
the zàng organs or the fǔ organs? 
2) Answer: Rapidity means fǔ organs; slowneess means zàng organs. 
3) Rapidity subsequently causes heat; slowness subsequently causes cold. 
4) All yáng [conditions] mean heat; all yīn [conditions] mean cold. 
5) Thus this is how we differentiate to know [whether] disease [affects] the zàng organs 
or the fǔ organs. 
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Difficulty 10 

十難曰：  
（一）一脈為十變者，何謂也？ 
（二）然：五邪剛柔相逢之意也。 
（三）假令心脈急甚者，肝邪干心也；心脈微急者，膽邪干小腸也；心脈大甚者，

心邪自干心也；心脈微大者，小腸邪自干小腸也；心脈緩甚者，脾邪干心也；心脈

微緩者，胃邪於小腸也；心脈澀甚者，肺邪干心也；心脈微澀者，大腸邪干小腸也；

心脈沉甚者，腎邪干心也；心脈微沉者，膀胱邪干小腸也。 
（四）五臟各有剛柔邪，故令一脈輒變為十也。 
 
1) What does it mean when we say that a single pulse has ten transmutations? 
2) Answer: It signifies either a harsh or a yielding encounter with evils [from any of] the 
five [zàng organs]. 
3) Take for example the heart pulse. When its urgency is pronounced, it means that evil 
from the liver is offending against the heart; when the heart pulse is slightly urgent, it 
means that evil from the gallbladder is offending against the small intestine. When the 
largeness of the heart pulse is pronounced, it means that evil from the heart is offending 
against the heart itself; when the heart pulse is slightly large, it means that evil from the 
small intestine is offending against the small intestine itself. When the slowness of the 
heart pulse is pronounced, it means that evil from the spleen evil is offending against the 
heart; when the heart pulse is slightly slow, it means that evil from the stomach is 
offending against the small intestine. When the roughness of the heart pulse is 
pronounced, it means that evil from the lung is offending against the heart; when the 
heart pulse is slightly rough, it means that evil from the large intestine is offending 
against the small intestine. When the depth of the heart pulse is pronounced, it means that 
evil from the kidney is offending against the heart; when the heart pulse is slightly deep, 
it means that evil from the bladder evil is offending against the small intestine. 
4) There can be a harsh or a yielding evil in each of the five zàng organs. This is what 
causes a single pulse in each case to form ten transmutations. 
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Difficulty 11 

十一難曰：  
（一）經言脈不滿五十動而一止，一臟無气者。何臟也？ 
（二）然：人吸者隨陰入，呼者因陽出。 
（三）今吸不能至腎，至肝而還，故知一臟無气者，腎气先盡也。 
 
1) According to the classic, “If the pulse stops once before completing a full fifty 
movements and [hence] a single zàng organ is without qì, which zàng organ is it?  
2) Answer: A person’s inhalations follow yīn as they enter; a person’s exhalations rely on 
yáng as they exit. 
3) In the present case, the inhalation is unable to reach the kidney but turns around as it 
reaches the liver. Therefore we know that when a single zàng organ is without qì, this 
means that the kidney qì is exhausted first. 
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Difficulty 12 

十二難曰：  
（一）經言五臟脈已絕於內，用針者反實其外；五臟脈已絕於外，用針者反實其內。 
（二）內外之絕，何以別之？ 
（三）然：五臟脈已絕於內者，腎肝气已絕於內也，而醫反補其心肺；五臟脈已絕

於外者，心肺气已絕於外也，而醫反補其腎肝。 
（四）陽絕補陰，陰絕補陽，是謂實實虛虛，損不足而益有余。 
（五）如此死者，醫殺之耳。 
 
1) According to the classic, “In cases where the pulse of the five zàng organs is already 
cut off on the inside, the use of needles on the contrary makes the patient’s outside 
replete. In cases where the pulse of the five zàng organs is already cut off on the outside, 
the use of needles on the contrary makes the inside replete.” 
2) How do you differentiate between [the pulse] being cut off on the inside and on the 
outside? 
3) Answer: The pulse of the five zàng organs being cut off on the inside means that the qì 
of the kidney and liver is cut off on the inside, and yet the physician on the contrary is 
supplementing [this patient’s] heart and lung. The pulse of the five zàng organs being cut 
off on the outside means that the qì of the heart and lung is cut off on the outside, and yet 
the physician on the contrary is supplementing [this patient’s] kidney and liver. 
4) Supplementing yīn when yáng is cut off, and supplementing yáng when yīn is cut off, 
this is what we call “making replete what is already replete and making vacuous what is 
already vacuous,” [further] reducing insufficiency and increasing excess. 
5) Death of the patient in this situation means that the physician killed them! 
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Difficulty 13 

十三難曰：  
（一）經言見其色而不得其脈，反得相胜之脈者即死，得相生之脈者，病即自己。 
（二）色之與脈當參相應，為之奈何？ 
（三）然：五臟有五色，皆見於面，亦當与寸口、尺內相應。 
（四）假令色青，其脈當弦而急；色赤，其脈浮大而散；色黃，其脈中緩而大；色

白，其脈浮澀而短；色黑，其脈沉濡而滑。 
（五）此所謂五色之与脈，當參相應也。 
（六）脈數，尺之皮膚亦數；脈急，尺之皮膚亦急；脈緩，尺之皮膚亦緩；脈澀，

尺之皮膚亦澀；脈滑，尺之皮膚亦滑。 
（七）五臟各有聲、色、臭、味，當与寸口、尺內相應，其不應者病也。 
（八）假令色青，其脈浮澀而短，若大而緩為相胜；浮大而散，若小而滑為相生也。 
（九）經言知一為下工，知二為中工，知三為上工。 
（十）上工者十全九，中工者十全七，下工者十全六。此之謂也。 
 
1) According to the classic, “If you see a certain color [i.e. facial complexion associated 
with each of the five zàng organs] and you fail to obtain this particular pulse but on the 
contrary obtain the pulse of the organ that overcomes it, death will ensue; if you obtain 
the pulse of the organ that engenders it, the disease will end on its own.” 
2) The pulse should agree with the color in mutual correspondence. How do you do that? 
3) Answer: The five zàng organs have five colors [associated with them], all of which 
manifest in the face. They should also correspond to [the findings at the positions of] 
cùnkǒu and chǐ. 
4) For example, if the color is green-blue, the pulse should be string-like and urgent. If 
the color is red, the pulse should be superficial, large, and scattered. If the color is yellow, 
the pulse should be in the center, moderate, and large. If the color is white, the pulse 
should be superficial, rough, and short. If the color is black, the pulse should be deep, 
soggy, and smooth. 
5) This is the meaning of saying that the pulses should agree with the five colors in 
mutual correspondence. 
6) If the pulse is rapid, the skin at chǐ should also be rapid [TN note: some editions read 
the second 數 as 熱 (hot) instead]. If the pulse is urgent, the skin at chǐ should also be 
urgent [i.e. taut]. If the pulse is moderate, the skin at chǐ should also be moderate [i.e. 
slack]. If the pulse is rough, the skin at chǐ should also be rough. If the pulse is smooth, 
the skin at chǐ should also be smooth. 
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7) The five zàng organs each have their own sound, color, smell, and flavor. These 
should correspond with the [pulse] at cùnkǒu and [skin condition] at chǐ. If these do not 
correspond, this means disease. 
8) For example, if the color is green-blue and the pulse is superficial and rough and short, 
or large and moderate, this indicates the overcoming zang organ. If it is superficial and 
large and scattered, or small and smooth, this indicates the engendering viscus. 
9) As the classic says, “Knowing one [of these signs] marks an inferior practitioner; 
knowing two of these marks a medium practitioner, and knowing three of these marks a 
superior practitioner.” 
10) The superior practitioner cures nine out of ten patients. The medium practitioner 
cures seven out of ten patients. The inferior practitioner cures six out of ten patients. This 
is what this means. 
 


